Growing Up Hip Hop (Series 7)
9x60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Bring Da Ruckus
Angela and Romeo's rivalry explodes across headlines. Angela's ex Bow shows up. Tee Tee's
rumored love for Sam enrages Pep's sister Maureen to lay down the law and Egypt's caught in the
crossfire. The pressure of jail time tests the Dash family.

2. Gangsta’’s Paradise
Egypt's ambushed by her family in Jamaica and the battle lines are drawn! Pep waves her gavel
from the sidelines and Tee Tee drops an unexpected bomb. Angela and Bow's new partnership
ignites. Boogie struggles to make peace with Dame.

3. The Royal Rumble
Lil Twist's birthday party explodes into chaos when Briana and Egypt come to blows. Things ignite
for Angela and Bow Wow when their romantic past threatens their new business relationship.

4. The Master Demand
Fists fly between Egypt and Briana and the battle lines are drawn! Twist and Sam go head-to-head.
Romeo goes ballistic over the drama and enlists Eric to summon everyone to a sit down. Romeo's
request enrages the Simmons family.

5. The Setup
Romeo's sit-down sparks an uproar throughout the entire cast. Eric's caught in the crossfire and
Angela puts Romeo on full blast. After Egypt battles Briana with her fists, she's forced to suffer the
wrath of her mother Pepa.

6. Site Down, Throne Down
Romeo’s sit-down bursts into flames when he enters with Master P and his entourage. The
Simmons family strikes back while Boogie stands up for battle. Later, Bow shows up and Romeo
is pushed to the brink. Egypt enters the lion’s den of Treach’s fury.
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7. A Treacherous Heart
Romeo quits the show and the cast responds. Treach finds out about Egypt's fist fight with Briana
and there is hell to pay. Vanessa's battle with her weight reaches a breaking point when Angela
pushes her to model for a swimwear photo shoot.

8. Pop Up, Pop
All hell breaks loose when a brawl explodes between Twist and JoJo. Danger strikes when
Angela’s stalker sneaks back into the picture and threatens her safety. The Simmons sisters clash
over Vanessa’s weight loss battle.

9. Fire & Desire
JoJo and Twist's fight rages on and bursts into flames. Sam and Egypt threaten Tee Tee's lifechanging moment. Angela hits Bow with the burning question about their relationship until Bow
spills that he has a secret surprise.
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